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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), first published in 1947, has
been included in a continuing program of research to validate the

tests against success in many different occupations. The GATB
consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Learning
Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form
Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger
Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard

scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,

and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in

terms of minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant
aptitude measures which, when combined, predict job performance.
Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in
predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental
sample. The GATB norms described are appropriate only for jobs with
content similar to that shown in the job description presented in
this report. A description of the validation sample is included.
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WRAPPERLAYER AND EXAMINER, SOFT WORK 6.42.341
WRAPPER LAYER 8-12.361
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Summary

The General Aptitude Test Battery was administered in November 1960 to 15
women employed as Wrapper-Layer and Examiner, Soft Work at the Budd Cigar
Compaq?, Quinoy, Florida, and to 31 women employed in Ootober 1948 as Wrapper
Layers at the Phillipsburg Plant of the General Cigar Company, Phillipsburg,
Pennsylvania. The criteria used were supervisory ratings. The following
aptitudes were found to be significant for these jobs, Spatial Aptitude (5),
Form Perception (P), Finger Dexterity (F), and Manual Dexterity (N).

GAM Nom for Ti..444, arra and Examiner Soft Work 8-12.341
ancrifieVief-La

Table I shows for 3-1001 and 3-1002, the minimum acceptable score for each
aptitude inoluded in the test norms for Wrapper-Layer and Examiner, Soft
Work 8-126341 and Wrapper Layer 8-12451,

.TABLE I

Minir..um Acceptable Soores on 3-1001 and B-1002 for S-20

B-1001
I

B-1002

Apt itude Teat s Minimum Acceptable
Aptitude Score

Aptitude Teats Minimum Acceptable
Aptitude Score

$ CB-1-F 80 S Part k) 75
CB.4-11

P CH-1-A 85 P Part 6 85
CH-1-L Part 7

F CB-1-0 90 F Part 11 86
CH-1-P Part 12

II CH-1.M 85 11 Part 9 80
CH-1-11 Part 10

Effectiveness of Norms

The data in Table IV indicate that 7 of the 10 poor workers, or 70 percent of
them, did not aohieve the minimum scores established as Gutting scores on the
recommended test norms. This @holm that 70 percent of the poor workers would
not have been hired if the reoaemiended test norms had been used in the seise..
tion process. Moreover, 24 of the 27 yorkers who made qualifying test scores,
or 89 percent, were good workers.
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TECHNICAL REPORT

I. Problem

This study was oonduoted to determine the best combination of aptitudes and
minimum scores to be used as norms on the General Aptitude Test Battery for
the occupations of Wrapper-Lver end Examiner, Soft Work 8-12.341 and
Wrapper Layer 6-12.351.

II. Sample

This study is based on two samples of Wrapper Layers, one employed by the
Budd Cigar Company of quinoy, Florida, and the other employed by the General
Cigar Company of Phillipsburg, Pennsylvania. The Budd Cigar Company sample
ooneists of 15 women employed as Wrapper-Layer and Examiner, Soft Work. The
sample was selected by the Personnel Manager of the plant and his Poremen
who had been instructed to select a group which, would include good, average,

and marginal workers. There were no stated entrant's requirements except that
only women are hired for this job and there seems to be a preferenoc for
women who are young end have long, flexible fingers.

The General Cigar Company sample oonsist of 31 women. Applicants for this

job have generally been aooepted for employment on the reoommendation of the
local Deployment Service Interviewer who selects the applicants in terns of
the job specification supplied by the company. There are no stated require
ments with respect to age, education, and experience. The original sample

consists of 40 Wrapper Layers who were considered successful. However, when

trainees were eliminated from the sample as well as those experienced workers

who obviously did not understand how to complete some of the tests in the

GATB, the resulting number in the sample was 31.

Table II shows the means, standard deviations, and ranges of the age,
education, and experience for both samples, and for the total sample.

TABLE II

Means (M), Standard Deviations, (a) , and Ranges

of Age, Education, and Experience

Wrapper-Lewer and Examiner, Soft Work 8-12.341

Wrapper Layer 8-12.351

)1 a Range

Budd Cigar Company (N si 16)

*Age (Yvan) 27.8 8.9 17-42

Education (years) 9.4 1.8 8-12
Experience (months) 49.9 324 2-120

*(N 14)

General Cigar Company (N 31)

Age (years) 20.3 2.4 18-28

Education (years) 10.8 1.5 8-12

er...... Jews alom(......19....______. 82 1.9 3-9

Total Semple (N 48)
**Age (years) 22.8 5.5 17-42

Edw3ation (years) 10.4 1.7 8-12

Experience (months) 20.4 27.7 2-120
**(N 45

3
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The mean age in both samples seems to substantiate the belief that the

oompanies prefer younger workers although there is no suoh stated require..

ment. The General Cigar Company sample is particularly young. Age does

seem to be operating as a selection factor.

The two samples differ most in respect to experience. The General Cigar

Company sample is influenced in this respeot beoause of the fact thakt it
was a new plant in a non-manufaoturing area and so would necessarily not

be able to hire experienced workers.

The report on the General Cigar Company sample indioated that this plant was
looated in an agricultural area where there is little opportunity for Indus..

trial employment; that there was an adequate supply of young amen with some

high school education from whom to select. Therefore, that the labor market

was a determining factor as to the age and education of the sample.

This vame faotor may be true also for the Florida sample.

III. Job Desoription

Job Title: Wrapper-Layer and Examiner, Soft Work 8-12.341

Wrapper Layer 6-12.351

The job description for the Budd Cigar Company sample follows:

Job Summarys Lays wrapper toba000 leaf on oigar-making machine and operates

machine which rolls leaves around filler bunch to mak t. the cigar. Mxemines
cigars as they oomo from machine, discarding those with flaws and placing

the balance in tray.

Work Performed: Picks up wrapper leaf from pile and places leaf on die of

soft-work-cigar making machine in such a manner as to obtain maxima: cuts

per leaf. Smoothes wrapper leaf on die with both hand..

Presses foot treadle which causes baok of machine to revolve at same time
the leaf is cut to correct shape and automatically rolled around the filler.

Removes balance of 14af from the die of maohine and repeats the process using
remnant of leaf as long as full wrapper oan be obtained. (This is usually

only twice.)

Inspects cigars as they come from the machine, picking out those with flaws
and placing the balance in tray. Works in oonjunotion with Bunch Maker.

The job desoription for the General Cigar Compaw sample follows:

Work Performed: Worker sits at work table, pioke up a tobacco leaf-half from
a pile on table surface; using thteab heel and fingers of both hands positions
leaf vein side down on a trimming die, simultaneously depressing foot pedal
to start machine causing suction to hold leaf on die while turret revolves

simultaneously actuating a roller which crosses die thus cutting leaf to
proper shape.

4

Cut leaf is pioked up by suction carrier whioh transports out leaf into
machine to be rolled aroundda bunch or filler for the oigarillo.
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Pioke up original leaf -half using thumbs and fingers of both hands and

repositions leaf al:trimming die to secure another out mwd continues

this process until maximum number of outs have been secured.

Steaks finished cigarillos in a tray at end ofsmork table exercising
visual inspection as oigars are ylaoed by hand in tray.

Performanoe RecitiLemet

Responsibility Responsible for keepingimaohine and work stations clean.,

Job Ducwledge -1Crkermust learn the difference between upper and lower tides

of toba000 leaves since operator must place proper side on surface of die.

Mental Application 61Kust exercise judgment as how to out stook economioa'Aly

so as to get maxima number of outs from toba000 leaf.

Dexterit and Acourao Wet be able to use quiok deft movements of hands
and fingers in pos laming tobacco leaves on the die. Considerable skill

must be developed in mnoothing oigar leaf over die. Must be able to learn

to coordinate and time work movements in unison with &nether operator slut

Arorks uneer similar conditions, but on the opposite side of the machine,
and in order that bath persons work duties may be performed in keeping 16th
the speed of the machine.

IV. Experimental Battery

'All the tests in the General Aptitude Test Battery, B-lOol, mere administered
to the sample group.

V. Criteria

The oriterion forth@ Budd Cigar Caspany was a supervisory rating assigned by
the Personnel Manager and the foreman for eaoh one in the sample. The raters

stated that the ratings pmimarlly reflected production records, and that the
ratings of the workers were not forced into the high-average-lom groups since
they were selected to represent these groups. (The Florida report stated
"Considerable confidence Is given to the ratings since a previous study
(Informational Report submitted =larch 13, 1950) indicated that the ratings
did refleot'aotual produotion.") The raters submitted their ratings twice

with a time interval of about two months between the ratings. The employees

were rated as to Job proficiency in the three categories of good, average,

and poor. After two months had elapsed, the raters again rated all their

employees inoluding the sample group into the three categories. The raters

were not told at the first rating session that another rating would.be made,

and they did not have a record of tie first ratings. Even though nearly all

the employees In the occupation of WrapperLeyer and Examiner, Soft Work and

Bunoh Maker, Maohine were rated at the seoond session and the employees in

this study were unidentified in the first, they received practically the same

rating. The s000nd rating was the one selected by the Florida Agency as the

final criterion.
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The criterion for the General Cigar Company consisted of ths overall rating
of the Plant Superintendent. A qualitative rating was obtained from two
supervisors from eaoh group. However eaoh supervisor oould not rate all the
employees, so an overall rating was obtained from the Plant Manager. This
rating ooinoided with the supervisors, ratings with only a few minor varia-
tions within the breakdowns of high, middle and low. It was, therefore,
deoided to use the ratings of the Plant Manager alone. Raters were oautioned
to consider only quantity and quality.

Weekly production reoorde were obtained for the period beginning July 1 to
September 30. Production reoords and absentee records were combined to break
down production into an hourly rate for oorrelatior: "^r aptitude scores. The
correlations were somewhat lower than thoee between supervisory ratings and
test scores. Production records were not supplied for two workers in the
experimental sample. Also, they were quantitative in nature and did not take
into consideration quality of work which seems to be important in these jobs.
It was therefore deoided to discard these ratings in favor of the supervisory
ratings.

VI. Statistical and Qualitative Analysis

Since both groups perform substantially the same work, and are similar in age,
salutation, and experience, they have been combined into one total sample. The
broad category ratings of eaoh subsample were combined into one distribution
of broad oategory ratings for the 46 workers in the total sample.

Table III showu the means, standard deviations, Pearson produot-moment
correlations (corrected for broad categories) with the criterion, and standard
errors of correlation for the aptitudes of the General Aptitude Test Battery
for the combined. sample. The means and standard deviations of the aptitudes
are comparable to general population nom with a mean of 100 and a standard
deviation of 20.

TABLE III

Means (M), Standard Deviations (a), Pearson Produot-Moment
Correlations (Corrected for Broad Categories) with the Criterion

and Standard Errors of Correlation (aor)
for the Aptitudes of the General Aptitude Test Battery

Wrapper-Layer raid EX aminer, Soft Work 6-12.341
Wrapper Lver 8-12.361

N 41

Aptitudes X a or 00 r

0 - Intelligence 93.1 14.3 .277 .136
V - Verbal Ability 87.4 11.0 -.031 .147
N - Ntanerioal Ability 98.3 16.9 .314* .133
8 - Spatial aility 94.4 16.2 .287 .136
P - Form Peroeption 10467 16.2 .279 .136
Q - Clerical Perception 98.0 17.4 -.107 .146
t - Aiming 10603 140 .066 .147
T - Motor Speed 990 1601 .114 .148
F ... Finger Dexterity 110.7 17.9 .286 .135

11 .. Manual Dexterity 94.4 17.4 .231 .140
1gnir1oant at the .05 level.
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The statistioal results were interpreted in the light of the job analysis data.

The job analysis data indicate that the following aptitudes measured by the

GATB appear to be important!

S atial A titude and Form Peroe tion (P ) - are required in plowing

the to a000 wrapper leéf on the die of te maohine in a manner which

yields the maximum number of outs per leaf and in inepeoting the

finished cigars to make certain that they are without flaws

nage r Dexteri F and Manual Dexterit U - are necessary for quick,

Zirit movements o nag ngers n pos ming the toba000 leaves

on the die, end in smoothing the leaves over the die.

Aimin (A ) and Motor S sod T - appear to be necessary for positioning

e leaves on the die and keeping up with the speed of the machine.

Table III shows that the highest means were obtained for Aptitudes P, A, and

F. All the standard deviations are below the general population norm of 20,

with the sample showing the greatest homogeneity for Aptitude V. There is a

significant correlation at the .05 level between Aptitude N and the criterion.

Aptitudes 3, P, F, and if were selected for inolusion in the norms. These

aptitudes appear to be most important from a job analysis standpoint and

show good predictive effioienoy when used in combination. Aptitudes P and

F have two of the highest means for the sample.

Although Aiming and Motor Speed appear to be important for suooessful job
performance, there was not sufficient evidence to warrant inclusion of
these aptitudes in the test norms.

Cutting scores for Aptitudes S, P, and F were set one standard deviation below
the mean and rounded to five point soore levels. For Aptitude 3, the Gutting

score was rounded to the nearest five point level to one igma below the mean.
For Aptitudes P ant F, the cutting scores were rounded to the next lower

adjacent five point level. For Aptitude II, the cutting score was set one

half standard deviation below the mean and rounded to the nearest five point

level, Cutting scores were set at these levels in order to maximise the

selective effioienoy of the norms. The resulting norms consist of S - 80,

P - 85, F - 90, and U - 85.

In order to compute the tetreohorio correlation coefficient between the above

norms and the criterion, and the Chi Square value, the criterion was diahoto-

milted. Tata* IV shows the relationship between test norms consisting of
Aptitudes 8, P, F, and 11 with critical scores of 80, 85, 90, and 85, respec-
tively, and the criterion. Workers in the high criterion group have been
designated us "good workers" and those in the low group have been designated

as "p^or workers,"
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TABLE IV

Relationship Between Test Morns Consisting of
Aptitudes 8, P, F, and if .with Minimum Scores of 80, 86, 90,

and 85, Respectively and the Criterion

Wapper-layer and Examiner, Soft Work 6-12.341
Wrapper Layer 8-12.351

N 46

Non-qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifying ,

Test Scores Total

Good Workers 12 24 38

Poor Workers 7 3 10

Total 19 27 48

rtet m 55 X2 2.959

C'
v, sit .26 PAZ. .05
tet

The data in the above table indicmte a significant relationship between the

test norms and the criterion for this sample.

VII. Conclusions

On the basis of all the considerations discussed above, it is rsoommended

that Aptitudes 8, P, F, and U with minimum scores of 80, 85, 90, and 88,

respeotively, be used as B-1001 norms for Wrapperalayer and Examiner, Soft

Work 6.42.341 and Wrapper Layer 6-12.351. Equivalent B4002 norms consist

of 8 - 76, P - 85, F 85, and M 80.


